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ABSTRACT

A review of the present knowledge about the origin of blue-green
window in the attenuation spectrum of ocean waters is presented. The
various physical mechanisms which contribute to the formation of the
w-indow are dealt separately and discussed. The typical values of
attenuation coefficient arising out of the various processes are compiled
to obtain the total beam attenuation coefficient. These values are then
compared with measured values of attenuation coefficient for ocean
waters collected from Arabian sea and Bay of Bengal. The region of
minimum attenuation in pure particle-free sea water is found to be at
450 to 500 nm. It is sbown that in the presence of suspended 'particles
and chlorophyll, the window shifts to longer wavelength side. Some
suggestions for future work in this area are also given in the concluding
section.

.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent oOasers, tbere has been a revival of interest in the studies related
to underwater applications. The acoustic waves and very low frequency
electromagnetic waves are the commonly used sources in most underwater systems.
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Lasers have several advantages over other conventional sources because of their low
divergence and high power. They therefore turn out to be ideal sources for underwater
applications such as communication, target finding, ranging, etc. Advanced techniques
have made it possible to obtain lasers of any desired wavelength.

As light propagates through the ocean water, it gets absorbed as well as scattered.
The magnitude of the absorption and the scattering depends on the wavelength of
light and the constituents of ocean water. The transmission of optical radiation in
ocean water is found to be. maximum at around 480 nm which is usually referred to
as the blue-green window. The aim of this paper is to review the present knowledge
about the absorption and scattering of light in ocean waters, including some of our
work on Indian coastal waters. In addition, an attempt is made to explain some of
the physics underlying the existence of the blue-green window in the medium.

A great deal of experimental and theoretical work on the transmission
characteristics of optical radiation in pure and ocean watersl-23 has been reported in
the past years. Several review articles have also been published on the optical properties
of water. Notable amo"og them are those by Irvine and Pollack24 and by Hale and
Querry25 .The various aspects of optical oceanography are compiled and published
by different authors26-28. The effect of refractive index variation on the beam quality
of a finite cross-section laser beam propagating in a sea water medium with temperature
and salinity fluctuations is theoretically studied by Yura29. The penetration of solar
radiation in ocean waters and related optical properties of the ocean are also studied
exhaustively by different workers30.31. In this review those topics are not discussed as
the scope of this paper is confined to attenuation of laser beams in ocean waters.

The attenuation of optical radiation in ocean water is a cumulative effect of a
variety of phenomena such as absorption by water molecules and bio-organic
constituents of ocean water, scattering by the density fluctuations in the medium and
the suspended particulate matter in the water, etc. These topics are discussed in detail,

in the following sections.

2. ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY PURE W A TER

The H2O molecule has three fundamental modes of vibration, viz. v1-symmetric,
v2-bending arid v3-antisymmetric. The corresponding frequencies in wave numbers are32

VI: 3280 cm-I -3.05 pm

V2 : 1645 cm-I -6.08 pm

V3 : 3490 cm-I -2.87 pm
Liquid water has very strong absorption at these frequencies. Robertson and

Williams33 have measured the absorption coefficient at the centre of the 3 J.lm band
as 11900 crn-I and at the 6 J.lm band as 2378 cm-I. It is to be noted that the band at
3 pm is not a single band b\lt a superposition of vI' V3 and 2v2. In the region from
2 to 0.7 pm there exist several absorption bands for water, which are due to the
harmonics and combinations of the fundamental. At higher harmonics the absorption
bands of s~metric and antisymmetric vibrations overlap with each other. Tam and
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Table l The absorption peaks for H2O in the region 2 to 0.5 pm and their respective assignments
(v. represents the stretching mode and vB the bending mode)

Peak of absorption
band

).

(pm)

Calculated.
value of

v

(cm-l)

Wave number Absorption
coefficient

a

(cm-l)

Assignment

v

(cm-l)

1.94

1.45

1.19

0.97

0.85

0.76

0.604

0.514

5154

6897

8403

10309

11764

13158

16550

19460

114

26

1.05

0.45

0.026

0.0023

0.00035

5202

6988

8498

10293

11803

13472

16525

19452

Vv + Vs

2vv

2 Vv + Vs

3vv

3 Vv + Vs

4vv

Svv

6vv

.As per Tam and PateP4 [Eqn.(l)].

PateP4 observed the fifth and si-xth harmonic of the O-H stretch in the visible region
of the spectrum and suggested the following anharmonic formula for the harmonic
series of the "O-H stretch in water :

v(n) = n (3620- 63n) cm-l (1)

The absorption bands observed by Curcio and Petty4 can be assigned to higher
harmonics and combinations of the fundamental as shown in Table 1. The table shows
the wavelength of peak absorption, corresponding wave number, magnitude of
absorption coefficeint, the assignment and the calculated value of wave number as

per Eqn. (1).
The magnitude of the absorption coefficients given are those corresponding to

the peaks in the absorption spectrum. The vibration in a real molecule will not be
exactly simple harmonic but slightly anharmonic. The selection rules for an anharmonic
oscillator are 6v = :tl, :t2, :t3, , with diminishing probability. Therefore the

absorption coefficients corresponding to higher harmonics will be smaller .

The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of water, n(J.) k(l.)
respectively, for the region 2 to 33 .urn are reported by Rusk et al.34 based on their
reflectaace measurements. The k(J.), which is otherwise called the extinction
coefficient, is related fo. the Lambert absorption coefficient a(J.) by the relation,

41t k(J.)
a (J.) = J. (2)

In 1972, Hale and Querry25 tabulated the values of n(J.) and k(J.) of water for
the region 200 nm to 200 .urn, from a critical review of all the published data till that date.

It is more difficult to measure the absorption coefficient of water in the visible
region than in the infrared, due to the very weak absorption in the visible region. A
careful examination of the data on absorption coefficients available in the literature,
reveals the existence of wide divergence in the values reported by various workers
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(Table 2). Though there is a general agreement in the red side, in the 450 to 480 nm
region there exists in certain cases, a disagreement by an order of magnitude. Most
of these values, although claimed to be absorption coefficients, are actually attenuation
coefficients (which is the sum of the intrinsic absorption and scattering coefficients),
while in certain reports, the scattering losses have been calculated theoretically and
subtracted. The disparities in these results are due to the very low value of absorption
coeffi<;ient and therefore the experimental errors severely affect the measurements.
Some of the possible experimental errors are :

( a) In the pre-laser studies, insufficient collimation of light through cells of long

path length;
(b) Corrections for the reflections at the cell windows;

(c) Temporal fluctuations in the intensity of the source; and

(d) Difficulty in preparing high purity samples.

Table 2. Absorption coefficients or liquid H2O near 2SOC at selected optical wavelengths,
as given by various authors

Absorption coefficient a (1Q-4 cm-l)
Author

400,

I

4

4

S

7

10

3

5

0

450nm 5OOnm 550nm 600 nm 650 nm 700 om

0.

2.

1.

3.

2.

2

3.

2.

0.

3.

2.

1.

0.9

3.5

2.3

2.4

2.5

4.6

2.5

0.6

4.5

2.33

3.18

4

7

3.7

19

17

19

27.2

17

15

22.5

23

20

26

20.5

27.8

28

23

30.3

35.1

23

25

38

32

45

39.3

57.2

64.8

56

60

62

60

3.6

3.5

7.4

4.5

3.5

7.6

5.7

6.9

JamesandBirgel

Clark and James2

HulburtJ

Sullivan5

Dorsey7

Irvine and Pollack24

Tylereta1.9

Hale and Quer~

KopelevichJO

Querry et aJ}2

Tam and Pater4

Ravisankar et aJ.23

34

32.4 59

Most of these errors are eliminated in the photo-acoustic method adopted by
Tam and PateP4 for absorption measurements and in the split-p~lse laser metbod by
Querry et a1.12, for attenuation measurements. The values reported by Tam and Patel
seem to be the most reliable set for the absorption coefficients for pure water in the
visible region. They are shown in Table 3, for certain wavelengths. The minimum
value of absorption according to them is in the region around 470 nm where
~ = 0.00017 cm-1. Later Ravisankar et a1.23 observed the minimum attenuati~n (which

inc;ludes scattering also) in the region 435 to 455 nm while in the same region Tam
and Patel had observed a rise in the absorption. The disparities in these results can
be because of the verY low value of absorption involved.
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There are very few reports35,36 of absorption measurements in the region 200 to
400 nm. Here also, there are disagreements in the results although the magnitude of
absorption is one order higher than that in the visible region. The values given by
Hale and Querry25 from the review work seem to be more reliable and they are also
reproduced in Table 3. To our knowledge there is no experimental data reported, in
the past two decades on the ab~orption of water in this region. It can be seen from
the table that the absorption increases below 400 nm.

The absorption of water below 200 nm is studied by several workers37-40. The
increased absorption in this region is due to the electronic excitation41 of the H2O
molecule. The absorption coefficient reaches values nearing 500 cm-1. The first
electronic transition in H2O occurs at short wavelengths. It consists of a broad
continuum from )86 to 145 nm. It is the tail of this continuum that extends to the
blue region of the spectrum. The absorption steadily decreases from 2 cm-l at 186
om to 0.0006 cm-1 at 400 nm.

Table 3. Absorption coefficient a ().) of water for the region 200 to 700 nm as reported hy
Hale and Querry25 (I) and Tam and Pater4 (II)

200

225

250

275

300

325

35Q

375

400

425

691

277

168

107

67

41

23

11

5

3

450

475

500

525

5,50

5)5

600

625

650

675

700

2.85

2.47

2.50

3.16

4.48

7.86

22.8

27.9

31.7

41.5

60.1

2.30

1.75

2.33

3.~

5.7(!

8.05

20.5

29.6

32.4

40:8

59.0

The overall absorption spectrum of water is shown in Fig.l. bn the longer
wavelength side (above 500 nm), the absorption is maiQly due to the overtone
absorption of the O-H vibrations, while the absorption on the shorter ~avelength
side of (200 to 300 Qm) marks the beginning of an electronic absorption continuum.
This brings about a relatively broad minimum absorption region from 450 to 480 nm
which is usually referred to as the blue-green window. The actual m~gnitude of
absorption in this spectral regioQ and the shape of the absorption curve will be
influenced by the chlorophyll content ana the bio~oi:ganicmatter besides the intrinsic
absorption due to the water.

.8

.3

;7

.85

.84
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Figure I Absorption spectrum of liquid water for the region 200 to 1000 nm.

3. ABSORPTION DUE TO CONSnTUENTS OF OCEAN WATER

The ocean water contains of all ~ssible known elements. However, the
concentrations of these elements vary widely with the majority of them present only
in traces. A few of the constituents are present in large quantities, which have a
considerable influence on the density and these are classified as the major constituents.
As far as the absorption of light by sea water is concerned, the major constituents of
sea water can be classified into organic and inorganic. The major inorganic compounds
remain dissolved in sea water and hence are split into ions. They include Ha+, Mi+,
CI, S~-, etc. The effect of the major dissolved constituents of sea water on optical
attenuation has been very systematically studied by Ravisankar et af3 .Their
observations in the region 430 to 630 nm by split-pulse laser method conclude that
within the concentration levels applicable to sea water: the major and minor dissolved
inorganic compounds in sea water do not affect the attenuation in that region.
However, there are evidences42 to show that the presence of nitrate and bromide ions
will enhance the absorption below 220 nm. This topic is not discussed here as the
purview of the paper is confined to the blue-green region. .

A great deal of study has been conducted on the absorption by the yellow substance
in ocean waters. When plant tissue decomposes in the soil or in a water body, most
of the organic matter is broken down by microbial action within days or weeks to
ultimately carbondioxide and inorganic forms of nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus.
In the course of decomposition, a complex group of polymers is formed which is
collectively called humic substances. These humic substances vary in size from freely
soluble compounds with molecular weights of a few hundreds to insoluble
macromolecular aggregates with molecular weights of hundreds of thousands and
perhaps ranging upto millions.

It seems likely that most of the dissolved yellow colour in inland waters is due
to soluble humic substances leached from soils in catchment areas. Yellow material
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of the humic type can also be generated by decomposition of plant matter within
water. This could be of significance in productive water bodies. Kopelevich and
Burenkov43 observed strong correlation between the concentration of yellow substance
and level of phytoplankton chlorophyll in productive oceanic waters. The absorption
spectrum of humic substances is shown in Fig. 2, as reported by Kirk44. The absorption
is very low in the red end of the visible spectrum and rises steadily with decreasing
wavelength. Absorption is still higher in the ultraviolet region.

400 500 600 700

WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 2. Absorption spectrum or soluble yellow materials (humic substances).

Since most of the humic substances in ocean are due to river discharge45, it is
reasonable to assume that the concentration of humic substances will be very small
at locations far away from the land. In the ocean waters the absorption due to yellow
matter46 is of the order of O.(XX)l to O.(XX)5 cm-1 at a wavelength of 440 nm.
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Figure 3. Specific absorption coefficient corresponding to I mg chlorophyIl-a/m3.
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Another source for absorption of light in ocean waters is the chlorophyll. Typical
concentration of chlorophyll in ocean waters is in the range 0.05 to 3 mg/m3. Morel
and Prieur47 were able to arrive at an absorption spectrum (Fig. 3) corresponding to
1 mg chlorophyll-a per cubic metre for oceanic phytoplankton.

In the region 450 to 480 nm, the absorption due to chlorophyll-a for a concentration
i:Jf1 mg/m3 is 0.0002 cm-1. If was seen in the earlier section that the absorption of
pure water in this region is nearly o(the same value. This shows that absorption due
to chlorophyll-a is significant at this concentration. In other words, it can be safely
concluded that when the total loss of light energy in ocean water is to be calculated,
then the absorption by chlorophyll cannot be neglected if the concentration is greater
than 0.1 mg/m3.

The concentration of chlorophyll-a varies with location, depth and time of the
day and season. Measurements48 on chlorophyll distribution with depth in Southern
California coastal waters show that the concentration is highest at around 25 m depth.
The data collected during the International Indian Ocean Expedition in the early
sixties, indicate that a similar situation-exists in the Bay of Bengal49. The chlorophyll
concentration varies randomly in the Arabian Sea. As stated earlier the absorption
due to chlorophyll will be significant only where its concentration is above 0.1 mg/m3.
In the Indian ocean surface, certain locations showed chlorophyll concentration greater
than 0.1 mg/m3, during the period from November to April. Excluding this, the rest
of the ocean, at all depths and at all seasons showed less than 0.1 mg/m3 concentration
during the years (1964-65) in which the data were collected.

The total absorption coefficient of the aquatic medium at any wavelength is the
sum of the absorption coefficients ofall the light absorbing components.

4. SCATTERING DUE TO DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

In ac;ldition to absorption, scattering of the light by the medium also takes place
as light propagates. Scattering by the pure liquid me<1ium alone is considered in this
section, while that by suspended particles will be taken up in the following section.

The scattering theory first described by Lord Rayleigh applies to independently
scattering particles. It cannot be applied to liquids because of the strong interaction
effects between the molecules particularly in water with hy~rogen bonds. It is the
fluctuation theory which is more valid in the case of liquids. However, for wavelength
dependence, the symmetry of the scattering diagram and the polarization properties,
the results so obtained continue to exist in the,theory of fluctuations.

In the Einstein-Smoluchowski theory , scattering is considered to be caused by
random motion of molecules which in a sufficiently small volume causes fluctuations
in density and dielectric constant. The fluctuations to be considered are those whose
frequencies are optical frequencies. According to this theory the isotropic part of the
Rayleigh ratio (i.e. , tl)e intensity of the scattered radiation at an angle 900) is given by50

112 (n2-1r(n2+2r (3)
Riso = 2FKBT PT 9

where KB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tempe~ature, PT is isothermal
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compressibility, and n is the refractive index at wavelength ).. This leads to the
expression for the scattering coefficient b

b= -!--::!.--K B TfJT (n2-1)2(n2+2)2 (4)
27 ).4

Experimental study of scattering shows that the electrolyte solution scatters more.
This increase is due to the concentration fluctuation term. An approximate calculation
by Morelso shows that the sea water of 38 ./.. salinity scatters 34 per cent more than
pure water. It can be reasonabiy assumed that sea water of salinity 35 to 38./.. scatters
1.3 times more than pure water. Morel has tabulated the calculated values of scattering
coefficients for pure sea water (S = 35 to 38 per cent). These are shown in Table 4.

shown in Table 4.

It can be noticed that the scattering due to density fluctuations or concentration
fluctuations is not a major cause for optical attenuation as the scattering contributes
only about 10 per cent of the a?sorption in the wavelength region greater than 400 nm.

and pure sea water or salinity 35.39 .1..Table 4. TotllJ scattering coefficient for pure
as a function of wavelength ).

Wavelength (A.)

(nm)

1.345

0.998

0.755

0.581

0.454

0.359

0.288

0.233

0.193

0.162

0.141

1.035

0.768

0.581

0.447

0.349

0.276

0.222

0.179

0.149

0.125

0.109

350

375

400

425

450

475

500

525

550

575

600

s. SCATTERING DUE TO SUSPENDED PARTICL~

The treatment employed by Mie, to deriv~ a rigorous expression for the
perturbation of a plane monochromatic wave by spherical non-absorbing particles, is
described by Van de HulstSl. The Mie theory is difficult to comprehend in simple
terms. However, the treatment of a monodisperse system of particles of a given
refractive index is based on the assumption that the scattered light has the same
wavelength as the incident light and the particles are independent. Another
simplification often made is that there is no multiple scattering. It can be shown that

the scattering coefficient for a monodisperse system bp is given by
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b=KN1Tr2
p (5)

where K is the efficiency factor or the effective area coefficient, N is the number of
particles per unit volume and r is the radius of the particles.

For a polydisperse system the scattering is given by

.
b = 11 1: v.Nr'!
p ~~ I Ii-1 (6)

~or bp = 11' r K (r) r2dN (r) (7)

Jr,
The scattering coefficient depends on the size of the particular particles and it

does not have a direct dependence on wavelength. However the efficiency factor K
depends on the relative refractive index.and diameteFofthe particle and the wavelength
of radiation. .

While the scattering due to density fluctuations or concentration fluctuation shows
axial symmetry in angular distribution with a minimum at 90°, the scattered light
distribution due to particles scattering shows predominantly forward scattering. In
other words, the forward scattering is intensified with increasing particle size. It of
course, shows a minimum at 90° indicating that the scattering at this angle is less than
backscatter at 1800 .

Burt52 has shown the variation of the effective area coefficient K as a function
of size, wavelength and relative refractive index. With increasing particle sizes, the
coefficient increases rapidJy for small radii, then it passes a maximum for sizes of
same order of wavelength (K > 3.0) and tends after some fluctuations, towards a
constant value 2 for large sizes irrespective of wavelength. The results of Hodkinson53
and of Jerlov and Kullenberg54 indicate that the value of the effective area coefficient
K approaches 2 for particle sizes above 1 pm. Similar results were obtained by Burt 55.

A critical review of papers on Mie calculation for polydisperse systems has been
given by Kullenberi6, who points out that the assumptions of the size distribution
are often unrealistic. Brown and Gordon57 have tabulated the scattering function for
four wavelengths for the c~es with refractive index betwe~n 1.01 and 1.15 and size
ranges 1.017 to 20 pm. Morel58 has provided a comprehensive computation, of the
scattering function and its polarization components. Accorqing to him, the different
parts played by different sizes in total scattering are 10 per cent due to sizes above
100 pm, 10 per cent due to sizes below 1.1 pm and 50 per cent due to those of sizes 5 pm.

From a comparative study of theoretical and experimental scattering function,
Kullenberi9 concludes that scattering in Sargasso Sea and Mediterranean Sea is chiefly
produced by particles larger than 1 to 2 pm. This is supported by Brown and Gordon~
and by Zaneveld et aJ.61.

In order to calculate the scattering losses, it is essential to know the size distribution
of the particles in the sea water. Direct visual and photograhic studies62.63 indicated
the presence of many large scatterers mostly above 1 mm. There are evidences64 to
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show that fairly large detrital aggregates are formed in the sea, to which living cells
are added. The particle size distributions in coastal waters are not consistent. The
Coulter Counter technique, the usually used one, has a tendency to overestimate the
number of small particles. In the recent years, laser-based particle size analyzers are
available in the market. .

An exponential distribution has been suggested for describing a family of marine
particles N ~ Const. D-JI , where N is the number of particles larger than size D and

the exponent y is a characteristic constant. The value of y fluctuates between65-71 0.7
and 6.0 though an average value of N may be estimated72 at 2.5.

Investigations conducted by Kitchen et al.19 show that the shapes of the beam
attenuation spectra are highly correlated with the slopes of particles size distribution.
It would thus be possible to predict the slope of the size distribution with some accuracy
from attenuation spectra.

A size distribution(i) of t~e form

dN/dD = 33,(XX)/~ for 0.08 < D < 10.0 JIm (8)

where dN is the number of particles per ml with diameter between D and D + dD
in Jlm was shown to reproduce Kullenberg's59 value for the volume scattering function
p(e) for Sargasso Sea at 632.8 nm adequately. The volume scattering function isr 80
connected to a scattering coefficient b, by the relation b ::; o p(e)dw. Using this
distribution, and assuming a value of 2 for effective area coefficient, the value of b
can be calculated for the Sargasso Sea (which contains the most clear water compared
to the rest of the ocean waters). If we consider only the particles above 1 pm size,
the value of bp for Sargasso Sea will be 0.00023 cm-1. The values of bp for different
sea waters observed by different workers are tabulated by Kirk73. These values vary
widely with locations from 0.00023 cm-l (at 633 nm) in Sargasso Sea to 0.018 cm-1 in
SaD Diego Harbour, California. In Indian Ocean the average value of particle scattering
coefficient is shown73 to be 0.0018 cm-1.

The scattering properties of phytoplankton are studied by Morel and Bricaud74.
They have calculated the efficiency factor for scattering and absorption and the
backscattering efficiency of phytoplankton and showed that scattering is depressed
by increasing absorption. These s,tudies are of importance in estimating phytoplankton
concentration by remote sensing techni<fues. However this can be a major source of
attenuation only in highly productive area.

6. TOTAL BEAM ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

The total loss of light in the water medium at a particular wavelength will be the
sum of all the contributions at that wavelength, assuming no interaction or multiple
scattering. The contributions arising oUt of the abbve discussed four factors in the
wavelength range 400 to 700 nm are plotted in Fig. 4 for comparison. Curve 1 shows
the absorption coefficient of water as given by Tam and Pater4, which is the most
reliable set of values available in the literature. Curve 2 represents the absorption
due to the chlorophyll present, calculated for the average chlorophyll concentration
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Figure 4. Contribution to total attenuation from different processes.
Curve l---absorption due to liquid water; 2-absorption due to 0.5 mg
chlorophyll/m3; 3-scattering due to fluctuations; 4--scattering due to
particles; and S--total attenuation, the sum of individual contributions.
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Figure S. Attenuation of blue-green radiation in ocean waters of different locations.
Curve I-Mirarnar Beach, GOB; Z-Mandaparn coast, Tanlilnadu; 3-20 km

east ofVisakhapatnarn and 4-3 km west of Cochin (large particles rlltered).
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in Indian Ocean, based on the data given by Morel and Prieur47. Curve 3 shows the
scattering coefficient bm arising out of fluctuations as discussed in section 4. The
scattering loss due to particle scattering is represented by curve 4. These values are
based on reports 75 of measurements in different oceanic stations at 544 nm and

assuming a ).-1 dependence on wavelength. It has been shownS8 tlrat in particle
dominated natural waters, the value of b varies approximately in accordance with ).-1.
Curve 5 shows the total beam attenuation coefficient, that is the sum of individual
contributions.

The total beam attenuation coefficients for the blue-green region, of sea water
samples collected from different locations are shown in Fig. 5. Only the results of
measurements in the blue-green window region are illustrated, to elucidate the
behaviour of the window at various locations. Curve 1 shows the variation of
attenuation for the sample collected by us from Miramar Beach, Goa. Curve 2 shows
the results for water collected by us from Mandapam Coast, Tamilnadu. Curve 3
represents a sample far fro!D the coast, i.e., 20 km to the east of Visak.hapatnam,
collected by Naval Science and Technological Laboratory .For curve 4, the sample is
collected by us from a place 3 km to the west of Cochin. The measurements on Cochin
sample were done after filtering of large size particles.

The highest attenuation is shown by the coastal water from Goa. This may be
due to the high density of suspended particles. Far from the coast, the concentration
of suspended particles Will be greatly reduced. This is the main reason for smaller
attenuation shown by other samples.
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Figure 6. Attenuation or blue-greeD radiation in ocean waters or different depths.
(samples from Bay or Bengal, 20 km to the east or Vlsakhapatnam).

The variation in the attenuation coefficient with depth will occur in locations
where there is drastic depth dependence or chlorophyll concentration. A recent study
conducted in sea water samples collected at different depths of Bay of Bengal indicates
that there is no significant variation in the attenuation with depth (Fig. 6). The results
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of the International Indian Ocean Expedition49 show that the chlorophyll concentration
in Bay of Bengal, in most of the locations at all seasons is less than 0.1 mg/m3.
Therefore the effect of chlorophyll will be less significant there. This can be one of
the reasons for the constant behaviour of attenuation coefficient with depth.

7. CONCLUSIONS

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the major contribution to attenuation near coastal
waters is from scattering due to suspended particles in ocean water. Tlie inherent
absorption and scattering by water and those by organic and inorganic compounds
present in the ocean water play relatively a less significant role in the region below
550 nm.
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Figure 7. Attenuation by pure sea water. Curve l--absorption by water; 2-scattering
by pure sea water (Morel~; and 3-tota1 attenuation, the sum or curves
1 and 2.

The influence of the suspended particles on attenuation 'is further illustrated in
Figs. 7 and 8. Curve 1 of Fig. 7 is the absorption spectrum of pure water reproduced.
Curve 2 represents the scattering by pure sea water as calculaied by Morel50, It is to
be remembered that Morel's results for scatteting coefficient are for pure sea water
in solution form, which is devoid of suspended particles, The total beam attenuation
coefficient which is the sum of curves 1 and 2 is also shown in the Fig, 7 as curve 3.
The maximum transmission is centred around 475 om in the pure particle-free sea
water, Since it is the absorption due to water that plays a major role here, the scattering
being negligible, the presence of the window in this region can be explained using
the same arguments which we had for pure water, i,e., the overtone absorption of
the O-H vibrations causes high attenuation in the red part of the spectrum, while the
electronic excitation of HzO molecule results in the high absorption in the ultraviolet
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region. Thus a minimum appears in between, at around 475 nm which we term as
blue-green window.
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tion by pure water; 2-5cattering coefficient deduced"from Kopelevich and
Burenkov74 for IDdi8D Ocean; and 3-total attenuation, the swn of curves

1 and 2.

In Fig. 8, the case of a sea water sample with suspended particles is considered.
The absorption due to pure water is given as curve 1. Curve 2 represents the scattering
coefficient. This curve is, deduced from the reports of Kopelevich and Burenkov74.
They obtained the value of b as 0.0018 cm-l at 544 nm as an average value of scattering
coefficient from the measurements at 164 oceanic stations in Indian Ocean. Curve 2
is plotted using this value and asstlming a }.-I dependence. The total beam attenuation
coefficient is plotted as curve 3. It is clear that apart from the change in the magnitude
of the attenuation, there is a small but noticeable shift in the window. For pure water,
the window was in the region 450 to 500 nm while for this particular sample, it is
shifted by about 25 Dm towards red.

Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, one can see that the magnitude of attenuation is very
strongly depending on the particles present in the sea water. The set of values plotted
in Fig. 8 for scattering is not an extreme set. Values of b tabulated by Kirk73 from
various reports indicate that it can be one-eighth of these values in clear sea like
Sargasso Sea, or can be four times higher as observed in English Channel, or even
ten times higher as found in San Diego harbour .
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The effect of Chlorophyll on the attenuation at different wavelengths is illustrated
in Fig. 9. Curve 1 is absorption due to pure water. Curve 2 represents absorp.tion due
to chlorophyll for a concentration of 5 mg/m3. This is a high value compared to the
average value of chlorophyll content observed in ocean water. In spite of this, we
have chosen this concentration, in order to understand the general trend in the
behaviour of the window due to the presence of chlorophyll. It can be seen that in
the total beam attenuation curve, the minimum is centred around 550 nm. Thus the
presence of chlorophyll also pushes the minimum wavelength region to longer
wavelength side. It is evident that the magnitude of this shift will depend on the
concentration of chlorophy'l.
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Based on the report of the International Indian Ocean Expedition49 where it is
pointed out that the chlorophyll concentration in Indian Ocean was everywhere less
than 0.5 mg/m3, which is one-tenth of the value which we used to plot the curve 2 of
Fig. 9, it is safe to conclude that the chlorophyll is not going to playa dominant role
in the attenuation spectrum for a vast area in this region of the sea. However, in
certain locations where the productivity is more, the presence of chlorophyll will have
to be considered.

Thus we can state that the clearer the water, the greater is the transmission in
the blue region of the spectrum. The presence of dust particles and/or chlorophyll,
will shift the window towards longer wavelength in addition to increasing the magnitude
of attenuation.

It therefore turns out that if more reliable values of optical attenuation in our
ocean waters are to be predicted, more accurate measurements of the particle density,
size distribution and chlorophyll content, as a function of the location, depth and
season are necessary .
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However, if one is interested in obtaining the attenuation coefficients, it is always
desirable to measure it in situ or on board a ship. There are several reports of laboratory
measurements of attenuation of collected sea water samples. The organic matter, such
as chlorophyll, etc. in the stored sea water samples, will degrade within few weeks.
Thus it will not represent the true characteristics of actual ocean or sea water. Because
of these reasons, only the values obtained by in situ studies or those measured within
a few hours after collection can be considered reliable. There will be diurnal and
seasonal variations in the constituents of sea water which also have to be taken into
account. The split-pulse laser method is one of the best experimental techniques which
can be employed on board to measure the absolute values of attenuation coefficient.
The photoacoustic technique is ideal for absorption by pure water but as the
contribution from scattering becomes significant, it{s not known as to what its accuracy
will be.
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